B5725 BLOOD : THE LAST VAMPIRE (JAPAN, 2000)  
[ANIMATED]

Credits: director, Hiroyuki Kitabo; writers, Kenji Kamiya, Katsuya Terada.
Cast: (voices) Youki Kudoh, Saemi Nakamura, Joe Romersa, Rebecca Forstadt.
Summary: Anime horror film. At the Yokota Air Force base near Tokyo, Japan in 1966, a nervous American military is on the brink of the Vietnam War. But a greater threat exists within the walls of the heavily guarded compound: Teropterids, a new breed of ‘impure’ vampire. A team of top-secret undercover agents dispatches a mysterious young woman to destroy them before they can spread disease and death. Saya is enrolled as a student at the high school adjoining the base. She is the last remaining original vampire. Only she can sense the Teropterids and kill them with her ancient sword.
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